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ABSTRACT

A side mirror retracting vehicle alarm system for automatically retracting side mirrors of a vehicle while the alarm system is activated includes a vehicle having a side mirror and a side mirror retraction assembly. A vehicle alarm assembly is operationally associated with the vehicle for inhibiting theft of the vehicle. The vehicle alarm assembly includes an activation mechanism for selectively activating the vehicle alarm assembly to a ready state. The mirror retraction assembly is operationally coupled to the activation mechanism of the vehicle alarm assembly such that activation of the vehicle alarm assembly retracts the side mirror. In an embodiment, extension of the side mirror is achieved only by authorized deactivation of the vehicle alarm assembly.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to vehicle alarm systems and more particularly pertains to a new side mirror retracting vehicle alarm system for automatically retracting side mirrors of a vehicle while the alarm system is activated.

[0003] 2. Description of the Prior Art


[0006] While these devices fulfill their respective, particular objectives and requirements, they do not promote the automatic retraction of side mirrors associated with an alarm system.

[0007] Manual retraction of side mirrors is often forgotten or may be decided against because of the inconvenience of having to lean to the opposite side of the vehicle or having to walk around to each side of the vehicle to perform the manual retraction. Automated side mirror retraction associated with deactivation of a vehicle engine prevents use of the side mirrors when such use may still be desired. Automated side mirror retraction unassociated with any other action or activity may be unpalatable to vehicle owners as it provides an additional separate task that must be performed. Further, unassociated retraction may be forgotten entirely. When extension of the side mirrors to a use position is not performed prior to starting and moving in a vehicle, a dangerous situation is created. Attempting to extend the side mirrors while simultaneously attempting to operate the vehicle is a potentially dangerous distraction from the responsibilities of safe driving, particularly if extension of the side mirrors is not automated.

[0008] There are advantages to retracting side mirrors while a vehicle is unattended. These advantages include providing a more compact profile inhibiting accidental damage to extended side mirrors and discouraging vandalism to the side mirrors of the vehicle. However, use of the side mirrors may still be desired while the vehicle is parked and the engine is turned off. For example, a driver may use a side mirror to monitor a doorway while waiting in the parked vehicle for another person while they are shopping. Thus, automatic retraction of the side mirrors upon shutting off the vehicle engine is undesirable as it requires a driver in this situation to keep the engine activated while the vehicle is not in motion for a potentially extended time, thus wasting fuel and needlessly contributing to atmospheric pollution.

[0009] An additional aspect of the present invention provides visual indication that an alarm system has been improperly deactivated. By extending the side mirrors only in response to authorized deactivation of the alarm system, vehicles moving with retracted side mirrors may provide an indication that the vehicle may have been stolen or is being used without authorization from the owner of the vehicle.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] The present invention meets the needs presented above by incorporating mirror retraction into the activation of a vehicle alarm system.

[0011] An object of the present invention is to provide a new side mirror retracting vehicle alarm system that automatically retracts the side mirrors of a vehicle while a vehicle alarm system is activated.

[0012] Another object of the present invention is to provide a new side mirror retracting vehicle alarm system that protects the side mirrors of a vehicle while the vehicle is unattended.

[0013] Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a new side mirror retracting vehicle alarm system that automatically extends the side mirrors into a use position upon deactivation of the vehicle alarm system.

[0014] Still another object of the present invention is to provide a new side mirror retracting vehicle alarm system that provides visual indication of unauthorized deactivation of a vehicle alarm system.

[0015] To this end, the present invention generally comprises a vehicle alarm system operationally coupled to side mirror retraction assemblies to retract the side mirrors automatically while the alarm system is activated.

[0016] There has thus been outlined, rather broadly, the more important features of the invention in order that the detailed description thereof that follows may be better understood, and in order that the present contribution to the art may be better appreciated. There are additional features of the invention that will be described hereinafter and which will form the subject matter of the claims appended hereto.

[0017] The objects of the invention, along with the various features of novelty which characterize the invention, are pointed out with particularity in the claims annexed to and forming a part of this disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] The invention will be better understood and objects other than those set forth above will become apparent when
consideration is given to the following detailed description thereof. Such description makes reference to the annexed drawings wherein:

[0019] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a new side mirror retracting vehicle alarm system according to the present invention.

[0020] FIG. 2 is a schematic view of the present invention.

[0021] FIG. 3 is a top view of the mirror retraction assembly of the present invention.

[0022] FIG. 4 is a schematic view of an alternate arrangement of the present invention.

[0023] FIG. 5 is a top view of an embodiment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0024] With reference now to the drawings, and in particular to FIGS. 1 through 5 thereof, a new side mirror retracting vehicle alarm system embodying the principles and concepts of the present invention and generally designated by the reference numeral 10 will be described.

[0025] As best illustrated in FIGS. 1 through 5, the side mirror retracting vehicle alarm system 10 generally comprises a vehicle 20 having a side mirror 22 and a side mirror retraction assembly 24 operationally coupled to the side mirror 22 for moving the side mirror 22 between an extended position and a retracted position. A vehicle alarm assembly 26 is operationally associated with the vehicle 20 in a manner currently conventionally known for inhibiting theft of the vehicle 20. The vehicle alarm assembly 26 includes an activation mechanism 28 for selectively activating the vehicle alarm assembly 26 to a ready state. The mirror retraction assembly 24 is operationally coupled to the activation mechanism 28 of the vehicle alarm assembly 26 such that activation of the vehicle alarm assembly 26 retracts the side mirror 22.

[0026] The side mirror retraction assembly 24 includes a motor 30. In an embodiment, the motor 30 activates for a pre-determined duration of time sufficient for moving the side mirror 22 between the extended position and the retracted position.

[0027] In an alternate embodiment, the mirror retraction assembly 24 includes an extension sensor 32 and a retraction sensor 34. The retraction sensor 34 is positioned for detecting when the side mirror 22 is in the retracted position. The motor 30 is operationally coupled to the activation mechanism 28, the retraction sensor 34 and the side mirror 22 such that the motor 30 activates upon use of the activation mechanism 28 and remains active to move the side mirror 22 until the extension sensor 32 detects that the side mirror 22 is in the extended position.

[0029] The activation mechanism 28 and the deactivation mechanism 36 may be separate or may be incorporated into a single user interface member 38 such as a single RF transmitter button 40 for activating the vehicle alarm assembly 26 when the vehicle alarm assembly 26 is in a deactivated state and deactivating the vehicle alarm assembly 26 when the vehicle alarm assembly 26 is in an activated state.

[0030] For remote operation of the vehicle alarm system 26, the vehicle alarm system 26 includes a receiver 40 operationally coupled to a control mechanism 42 such as a microcomputer for activating and deactivating the vehicle alarm system 26 through interaction with the activation mechanism 28 and the deactivation mechanism 36. When combined to provide the single user interface 38, the RF transmitter button is pressed to send a signal to the receiver 40 to prompt the control mechanism 42 to activate and deactivate the vehicle alarm system 26.

[0031] Although the mirror retraction assembly 24 may be directly activated by the control mechanism 42, it is also possible and preferred the mirror retraction assembly 24 to include its own receiver 44 operationally coupled to the deactivation mechanism 36 directly or have the mirror retraction assembly activated through the control mechanism 42 such that the mirror retraction assembly 24 moves the side mirror 22 from the retracted position to the extended position only upon use of the deactivation mechanism 36 and not another form for deactivating the vehicle alarm assembly such as cutting power to the horn or siren. Thus, extension of the side mirror 22 through unauthorized deactivation of the vehicle alarm assembly 26 is inhibited. For such an arrangement, the deactivation mechanism 36 is most preferably portable to be carried by a user to inhibit unauthorized use of the activation mechanism 36. However, redundant deactivation mechanisms and/or activation mechanisms may be provided to permit multiple authorized users to operate the vehicle alarm assembly and mirror retraction assembly.

[0032] Additionally, separate controls may be provided to permit a user to also operate the mirror retraction assembly independent of the vehicle alarm assembly as is conventionally known as evidenced by some of the prior art cited in this document.

[0033] Except where mutually exclusive, it is intended that those skilled in the art may combine the disclosed features into different configurations while keeping within the scope of the invention as defined by the claims.

[0034] With respect to the above description then, it is to be realized that the optimum dimensional relationships for the parts of the invention, to include variations in size, materials, shape, form, function and manner of operation, assembly and use, are deemed readily apparent and obvious to one skilled in the art, and all equivalent relationships to those illustrated in the drawings and described in the specification are intended to be encompassed by the present invention.

[0035] Therefore, the foregoing is considered as illustrative only of the principles of the invention. Further, since numerous modifications and changes will readily occur to those skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention
to the exact construction and operation shown and described, and accordingly, all suitable modifications and equivalents may be resorted to, falling within the scope of the invention.

1. A side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system comprising:
   a vehicle having a side mirror and a side mirror retraction assembly operationally coupled to said side mirror for moving said side mirror between an extended position and a retracted position;
   a vehicle alarm assembly operationally associated with said vehicle for inhibiting theft of said vehicle;
   said vehicle alarm assembly including an activation mechanism for selectively activating said vehicle alarm assembly to a ready state;
   said mirror retraction assembly being operationally coupled to said activation mechanism of said vehicle alarm assembly such that activation of said vehicle alarm assembly retracts said side mirror.

2. The side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system of claim 1, further comprising:
   said side mirror retraction assembly including a motor, said motor activating for a pre-determined duration sufficient for moving said side mirror between said extended position and said retracted position.

3. The side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system of claim 1, further comprising:
   said side mirror retraction assembly including a motor and a retraction sensor;
   said retraction sensor being positioned for detecting when said side mirror is in said retracted position;
   said motor being operationally coupled to said activation mechanism, said retraction sensor and said side mirror such that said motor activates upon use of said activation mechanism and remains active to move said side mirror until said retraction sensor detects that said side mirror is in said retracted position.

4. The side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system of claim 1, further comprising:
   said vehicle alarm system including a deactivation mechanism;
   said side mirror retraction assembly including a motor and an extension sensor;
   said extension sensor being positioned for detecting when said side mirror is in said extended position;
   said motor being operationally coupled to said deactivation mechanism, said extension sensor and said side mirror such that said motor activates upon use of said deactivation mechanism and remains active to move said side mirror until said extension sensor detects that said side mirror is in said extended position.

5. The side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system of claim 1, further comprising:
   said side mirror retraction assembly including a motor, an extension sensor, and a retraction sensor;
   said retraction sensor being positioned for detecting when said side mirror is in said retracted position;
   said motor being operationally coupled to said activation mechanism, said retraction sensor and said side mirror such that said motor activates upon use of said activation mechanism and remains active to move said side mirror until said retraction sensor detects that said side mirror is in said retracted position;
   said vehicle alarm system including a deactivation mechanism;
   said extension sensor being positioned for detecting when said side mirror is in said extended position; and
   said motor being operationally coupled to said deactivation mechanism, said extension sensor and said side mirror such that said motor activates upon use of said deactivation mechanism and remains active to move said side mirror until said extension sensor detects that said side mirror is in said extended position.

6. The side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system of claim 5 wherein said activation mechanism and said deactivation mechanism are a single user interface member for activating said vehicle alarm assembly when said vehicle alarm assembly is in a deactivated state and deactivating said vehicle alarm assembly when said vehicle alarm assembly is in an activated state.

7. The side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system of claim 6 wherein said vehicle alarm system includes a receiver operationally coupled to a control mechanism for activating and deactivating said vehicle alarm system; and
   wherein said single user interface is an RF transmitter button for sending a signal to said receiver to prompt said control mechanism to activate and deactivate said vehicle alarm system.

8. The side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system of claim 1 wherein said vehicle alarm assembly includes a deactivation mechanism for deactivating said vehicle alarm assembly when said vehicle alarm assembly is in an activated state, said deactivation mechanism being portable to be carried by a user; and
   wherein said mirror retraction assembly is operationally coupled to said deactivation mechanism such that said mirror retraction assembly moves said side mirror from said retracted position to said extended position only upon use of said deactivation mechanism whereby extension of said side mirror through unauthorized deactivation of said vehicle alarm assembly is inhibited.

9. A side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system comprising:
   a vehicle having a side mirror and a side mirror retraction assembly operationally coupled to said side mirror for moving said side mirror between an extended position and a retracted position;
   a vehicle alarm assembly operationally associated with said vehicle for inhibiting theft of said vehicle; and
   said vehicle alarm assembly including an activation mechanism for selectively activating said vehicle alarm assembly to a ready state;
said mirror retraction assembly being operationally coupled to said activation mechanism of said vehicle alarm assembly such that activation of said vehicle alarm assembly retracts said side mirror;
said side mirror retraction assembly including a motor, an extension sensor, and a retraction sensor;
said retraction sensor being positioned for detecting when said side mirror is in said retracted position;
said motor being operationally coupled to said activation mechanism, said retraction sensor and said side mirror such that said motor activates upon use of said activation mechanism and remains active to move said side mirror until said retraction sensor detects that said side mirror is in said retracted position;
said vehicle alarm system including a deactivation mechanism;
said extension sensor being positioned for detecting when said side mirror is in said extended position;
said motor being operationally coupled to said deactivation mechanism, said extension sensor and said side mirror such that said motor activates upon use of said deactivation mechanism when said vehicle alarm assembly is in a deactivated state and deactivating said vehicle alarm assembly when said vehicle alarm assembly is in an activated state;
wherein said activation mechanism and said deactivation mechanism are a single user interface member for activating said vehicle alarm assembly when said vehicle alarm assembly is in a deactivated state and deactivating said vehicle alarm assembly when said vehicle alarm assembly is in an activated state;
wherein said vehicle alarm system includes a receiver operationally coupled to a control mechanism for activating and deactivating said vehicle alarm system;
wherein said single user interface is an RF transmitter button for sending a signal to said receiver to prompt said control mechanism to activate and deactivate said vehicle alarm system; and
wherein said mirror retraction assembly is operationally coupled to said deactivation mechanism such that said mirror retraction assembly moves said side mirror from said retracted position to said extended position only upon use of said deactivation mechanism whereby extension of said side mirror through unauthorized deactivation of said vehicle alarm assembly is inhibited.
10. The side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system of claim 8, further comprising:
said side mirror retraction assembly including a motor, said motor activating for a pre-determined duration sufficient for moving said side mirror between said extended position and said retracted position.
11. The side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system of claim 8, further comprising:
said side mirror retraction assembly including a motor and a retraction sensor;
said retraction sensor being positioned for detecting when said side mirror is in said retracted position;
said motor being operationally coupled to said activation mechanism, said retraction sensor and said side mirror such that said motor activates upon use of said activation mechanism and remains active to move said side mirror until said retraction sensor detects that said side mirror is in said retracted position.
12. The side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system of claim 8, further comprising:
said side mirror retraction assembly including a motor and an extension sensor;
said extension sensor being positioned for detecting when said side mirror is in said extended position;
said motor being operationally coupled to said deactivation mechanism, said extension sensor and said side mirror such that said motor activates upon use of said deactivation mechanism and remains active to move said side mirror until said extension sensor detects that said side mirror is in said extended position.
13. The side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system of claim 8, further comprising:
said side mirror retraction assembly including a motor, an extension sensor, and a retraction sensor;
said retraction sensor being positioned for detecting when said side mirror is in said retracted position;
said motor being operationally coupled to said activation mechanism, said retraction sensor and said side mirror such that said motor activates upon use of said activation mechanism and remains active to move said side mirror until said retraction sensor detects that said side mirror is in said retracted position;
wherein said single user interface is an RF transmitter button for sending a signal to said receiver to prompt said control mechanism to activate and deactivate said vehicle alarm system; and
wherein said mirror retraction assembly is operationally coupled to said deactivation mechanism such that said mirror retraction assembly moves said side mirror from said retracted position to said extended position only upon use of said deactivation mechanism whereby extension of said side mirror through unauthorized deactivation of said vehicle alarm assembly is inhibited.
14. The side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system of claim 13 wherein said activation mechanism and said deactivation mechanism are a single user interface member for activating said vehicle alarm assembly when said vehicle alarm assembly is in a deactivated state and deactivating said vehicle alarm assembly when said vehicle alarm assembly is in an activated state.
15. The side mirror retraction vehicle alarm system of claim 14 wherein said vehicle alarm system includes a receiver operationally coupled to a control mechanism for activating and deactivating said vehicle alarm system; and
wherein said single user interface is an RF transmitter button for sending a signal to said receiver to prompt said control mechanism to activate and deactivate said vehicle alarm system.